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Duke Power Company 
PO. Box 33198 
Charlotte, N.C 28242 

DUKE POWER 

September 9, 1988 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

Subject: Oconee Nuclear Station 
Docket Nos. 50-269, -270, -287 
NRC Inspection Report 50-269, -270, -287/88-11 

Gentlemen: 

Please find attached a response to Inspector Followup Items (IFI) identified in 
the subject inspection report. Where applicable, corrective actions are 
identified, as well as the dates that the action will be completed. By letter 
dated July 28, 1988 Duke informed the NRC of the delay in submitting this 
response.  

Very truly yours, 

Hal B. Tucker 

PJN/384/mmf 

xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace 
Regional Administrator, Region II 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
101 Marietta St., NW, Suite 2900 
Atlanta, GA 30323 

Mrs. Helen Pastis 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

Mr. P.H. Skinner 
NRC Resident Inspector 
Oconee Nuclear Station 
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Duke Power Company S Oconee Nuclear Station 

NRC Inspection Report 50-269, -270, -287/88-11 

Inspector Follow-up Items 

IFI 88-11-01 Resolution of QA Review Effectiveness: 

A review of Departmental Audit NP-87-14(ON), finds the following paragraphs 
contained under the heading of Procedures and Instructions: 

"The Oconee Procedures Generation Package status was reviewed using 
NUREG-0737 Supplement No. 1 and IR Notice 88-64 (Supplement 1) as 
guidance. In the course of the review, it was determined the current 
program had been thoroughly reviewed by an NRC team December, 1986. That 
report was issued June 2, 1987. The conclusion of that report was that 
the technical aspects of the Oconee Eergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) 
were exemplary, but there were same human factor deficiencies. Steps are 
underway to revise the Writer's Guide for Eergency (EP) and Abnormal 
Procedures (AP). (A meeting with a consultant was scheduled August 28, 
1987.) This will lead to revisions of the Emergency and Abnormal 
Procedures. Full implementation of these revisions are scheduled for 
Mid-1988.  

In view of these activities, the Audit Team will not review the current 
Bergency and Abnormal Procedures for technical and human factors content.  
The implementation of the Procedures Generation Package and resulting 
procedure' developnent, verification, validation, training, and implementa
tion will be evaluated in a future audit.  

As a result of this determination, Unresolved Item NP-87-14(ON) (02) will 
be used to track the status of this activity." 

These paragraphs were apparently overlooked by the inspector in question during 
the course of this review of the subject audit report.  

IFI 88-11-01 addressed the ineffectiveness of the Site Surveillance Group' s 
review of AP's and EP's. Three specific examples were referenced 
(AP/1/A/1700/7, AP/1/A/1700/22 and AP/1/A/1700/23. QA reviewed the items 
identified by the NRC team for the three examples and determined they were 
beyond the scope and intent of the QA review. Numerous other examples were 
listed in Appendix C of the report which were also beyond the scope or intent 
of QA's review. QA has discussed the verification review process with the 
Operations Department and they are satisfied with the scope of QA' s review.  
QA, however, does recognize the need to improve the quality of the review.  
Since this was the first review of the AP' s by QA it was recognized that there 
were items missed. Oconee QA Surveillance will review and train accordingly in 
the requirements of QMP4-3 and the Writer' s Guide for Emergency and Abnormal 
Procedures.



IFI 88-11-02 and items (a) and (b) of paragraph 5; Resolution of Operating 
Procedure (OP) references in the EP: 

The NRC determined by review of the procedures listed in Appendix. A that 
generally the vendor recmnended step sequence was followed except where 
deviations were documented in the EPG-TBD Deviations Document. Review of the 
EOP's established that the ATOG guidance was contained within the EOP's when
ever applicable. The general priority of treatment and order of steps was 
maintained in the procedures. However, in order to reduce the bulk of the EOP, 
on occasion the operator was referred to an entire operating procedure, of 
which only a small portion was applicable. The licensee should review the OP 
references to determine if the applicable portions of the OPs could be included 
as steps within the EP or as a separate enclosure.  

As a result of the above finding, Duke conducted a review of the EOP and APs to 
determine if there were references made where only a small part of the proce
dure referenced was applicable and the remainder of the procedure was useless 
and burdensome. In most cases it was found that referencing the entire proce
dure was appropriate and consistent with normal operating practices. For most 
all procedures, the "Limits and Precautions" need to be reviewed prior to 
using any other section of the procedure. Also, different or changing plant 
conditions may require the use of different procedure sections for different 
scenarios. Referencing a specific section or steps could create a case for 
severe Operator burden in the event the plant conditions are not as anticipated 
by the EOP writer. However, during the review, three cases were identified 
where the guidance from the referenced procedures would be more beneficial if 
it were incorporated into the EOP or APs. These items were: 

1) The reference in the EOP and APs to OP/0/A/1102/25 (Shutdown 
Following a Fire) for operation of the atmospheric dump valves will 
be deleted. The EOP and affected APs will be revised to include 
guidance for operating the dump valves. This will satisfy the NRC' s 
recommendation in findings 1(a) and 1(e) of Appendix C.  

2) The reference to OP/*/A/1102/10 (Controlling Procedure for Unit 
Shutdown) for lineup and operation of the auxiliary pressurizer spray 
will be moved to the body of the EDP (CP-605, Step 7.3). This item 
was not an NRC finding.  

3) The reference to OP/*/A/1106/02 (Condensate and Feedwater System) 
will be deleted and specific guidance placed in the affected AP' s for 
establishing condensate recirculation (AP/*/A/1700/11, Loss of Power 
and AP/*/A/1700/13, Loss of CCW Intake Canal/Dam Failure). This item 
was not an NRC finding.  

Duke feels this effort meets the intent of the NRC' s recommendation. The 
changes will be incorporated into the EOP and affected APs by May 31, 1989.  

Although not clearly addressed as an inspector follow-up item, Duke will 
respond here to items (a) and (b) of paragraph 5 in the body of the inspection: 

a) Portions of the EP -and APs were -removed fran their- binders to hand to 
other Operations personnel. This caused several delays in the completion 
of procedures. An additional copy of the APs should be provided in the 
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control room' or other steps should be taken to avoid the need for doing 
this.  

Operations has re-evaluated this finding. In addition to the APs in the 
three-ring binder, 2 more copies of each AP were placed in the control 
roan on all units. Each of these additional copies was placed in an 
individual binder so that it can be easily obtained and used outside the 
control room, or independently by Operators in the control roan. In 
addition, Section 505 of the EOP (E.S. Actuation) was stapled and placed 
in a plastic binder insert so that it can be easily removed and handed to 
an Operator with less potential for losing or misplacing individual pages.  

The above response has already been implemented at Oconee. Duke feels 
this fully meets the intent of the NRC' s recommendation.  

b) Many operators inappropriately made use of randam objects (fingers, 
pencils, and a stapler) as placekeeping aids. However, one SRO employed 
an appropriate solution to this problem. He used yellow stick-ups to mark 
WHEN statements to remind himself of future actions. This placekeeping 
technique worked successfully and should be encouraged.  

Operations has reviewed the finding and does not fully agree with the 
NRC' s recamendation. We do agree that there are same circumstances of 
improper use of placekeeping aids. However, many operators felt more 
comfortable using other methods then the yellow stick-ups. Some Operators 
preferred using their fingers because it made it easier to remanber the 
conditional step that was required when the appropriate plant parameters 
were met. Other Operators indicated they would rather pull the pages out 
of the EOP so they could periodically review them or hand them to another 
Operator who could monitor the appropriate parameter.  

After the Operator interviews, Operations does not feel any one method of 
placekeeping should be strictly adopted. Instead, during simulator 
training, improper use of placekeeping aids will be discouraged and any 
method of placekeeping that works will be encouraged.  

IFI 88-11-03 Correction of labeling discrepancies between EOP's and panel 
indication as outlined in Appendix D: 

Portions of Appendix D are currently under evaluation. The items in Appendix D 
will be resolved by January 15, 1989.  

IFI 88-11-04 Correction of Technical discrepancies contained in the EOP's 
as outlined in Appendix B: 

1. EP/1/A/1800/01 Section 504, SG Tube Leak 

a) Step 9.1 has the operator open 1RC-159 and 1RC-160, but does not 
inform the operator that SKL Breaker 8 in the Cable Roan must be 
closed to open these valves. The breaker is normally kept open 
during operation. A number of operators were not aware of this. The 
need to close the breaker should be noted in the EP or a warning 
label placed next to the valve switches on the control panel.  
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Duke will place a label in the vicinity of the valve switches to 
remind the Operator that the BKRs must be closed prior to operating 
the valves.  

b) Step 11. 2; The order of the items is important, but they are not 
numbered as required by the Writer's Guide.  

Duke agrees with the finding. This item has been resolved and 
incorporated into the EOP.  

2. EP/1/A/1800/01 Section CP-603, HPI Cooling Cooldown 

a) Step 5.0; In order to open either the high point vents or the reactor 
head vent, the local breaker must be closed and then the "power on" 
button must be depressed on the main control board. This required 
action is not addressed in the procedure. The licensee should revise 
the procedure accordingly.  

Duke does not agree with the NRC' s recommendation. The EOP is not 
the place to instruct Operators on how to use valve switches. This 
cannot be done for all control switches in the plant and would 
definitely clutter the procedures unnecessarily. The Operators are 
trained to open the vents during simulator training. The labeling an 
the valve switch is clear. The Operators have proven that they can 
get the valves open during simulator scenarios. No procedure changes 
are deemed necessary.  

b) Step 26; A note should be included in the step to feed only the 
unaffected generator unless the affected steam generator is required 
for heat transfer.  

Duke does not feel this finding is a valid concern since the oper
ators would not feed steam generator (s) previously isolated.  
However, the step has been changed to address feeding only the 
unaffected steam generator(s).  

3. EP/1/A/1800/03, Boron Dilution 

The licensee should consider revising the AP and supporting OP/*/A/1103/04 
to recognize those AP cases and symptoms which are severe enough to 
warrant imediate boron injection without waiting for chenistry sample 
results. As written, the procedures currently follow a process of: AP 
entry to a particular case, chemistry sampling, exit to the OP, await 
sample results, determine desired concentration, campute, lineup, and then 
add boron.  

An example of a case that warrants innediate boron injection is AP case D.  
With the reactor critical at power and control rod insertion to a position 
to the left of the safety limit curve, the procedure should add boron 
inmediately. When rod position has been restored to at least the 6 hour 
LOD region, a final predetermined addition can be made in the normal 
manner.  

The NRC concluded that immediate boration was applicable in other cases 
such as AP Case A, B and C.  
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Duke does not agree with the NRC' s finding. Incorporating the NRC 's 
reconmendation would not improve the procedures and would clutter them 
unnecessarily. The AP is very clear in telling the Operator to "Camence 
boration of the RCS". The Operator is referred to OP/*/A/1103/04 (Soluble 
Poison Control) in order to perform the appropriate valve lineup for 
boration. The SRO would "N/A" or "out of sequence" the step which 
requires the results of the Chemistry sample. No SRO' s interviewed 
indicated they would wait for Chemistry results if indications made them 
suspect they were less than 1% shutdown or in an apparent boron dilution 
transient. No procedure changes are deemed necessary or planned.  

4. AP/1/A/1700/13, Loss of Condenser Circulating Water Intake Canal/Dam 
Failure.  

a) Page 3, Step 5.4; This step waits until secondary heat removal 
systems are "exhausted" before sending personnel to the SSF. The 
procedure should be revised to man the SSF prior to exhaustion.  

Duke agrees with the finding. The AP will be changed by May 31, 
1989.  

b) Page 5, Step 4.4; The licensee should consider adding a note 
following 4.4 explaining that if all four CCW pumps were running, CCW 
10-13 would be open. To reestablish pump flow, an NLO must close one 
discharge valve prior to start of that pump in Step 4.5.  

The AP will be revised to instruct the Operator to close or verify 
closed the discharge valve of the CCW pump to be started. This will 
resolve the problem for the case when all four CCW pumps were pre
viously operating. The change will be incorporated by May 31, 1989.  

5. OP/1/A/1103/06, Reactor Coolant Pump Operation 

Enclosure 4.3, Section 2.5; This section requires "start RCPs using 
Enclosure 4.1." If Enclosure 4.1 was used in strict conformance to this 
step, i.e. establish the seal injection prior to the start of the pump, 
the intent of this section would not be met. The intent is to start the 
pump without seal injection and gradually bring seal injection into 
operation.  

Duke will revise Enclosure 4.3 to resolve this problem. The revision 
will be completed by May 31, 1989.  

IFI 88-11-05 Correction of human factors discrepancies contained in EOP's 
as outlined in Appendix C: 

1. EP/1/A/1800/01, Emrergency Operating Procedure 

a) Section 502, Loss of Heat Transfer; The reference to OP/0/A/1102/25, 
Shutdown Following a Fire, for operation of -the atmospheric dump 
valves is inappropriate. The EP should specify which section of the 
enclosure to use or the specific steps should be put into the EP fram 
the oP.  
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Ddke agrees with the NRC' s recumendation in this case. The EOP will 
be revised to incorporate the steps into the EOP by May 31, 1989.  

b) Section 503, Excessive Heat Transfer; Step 2 refers to a steam 
generator level of greater than 92%. The EPG references a 95% 
setpoint for this condition. The licensee should resolve this 
conflict to reflect the actual plant valve.  

This item is currently under evaluation. The actual plant value may 
change in the near future. Regardless, the EPG will be modified to 
agree with the actual plant value when the evaluation is complete.  
This item will be resolved by May 31, 1989.  

c) Section 504, SG Tube Leak; Step 5.0 refers the Operator to 
OP/1/A/1102/04, Operation at Power, but does not specify a step 
number. The only applicable step is 3.4. This should be referenced 
in the EP.  

Duke does not agree with the NRC' s finding. The reference in the 
finding to "step" 3.4 is incorrect. It should really be Enclosure 
3.4 which is a major part of the procedure. Regardless, the only 
part of the procedure that is definitely not applicable is Enclosure 
3.3 (Power Escalation 15% to 100% FP). The other Enclosures may be 
required depending on plant conditions. The Limits and Precautions 
should be reviewed prior to any power maneuvering. This procedure is 
applicable for all power changes above 15%. Referencing only Enclo
sure 3.4 might cause the operator to violate limits, and/or miss 
special instructions for existing plant conditions. The AP needs to 
remain as is.  

Section 504, SG Tube Leak; Step 6.1 refers the Operator to 
OP/1/A/1102/10, CONTROLLING PROCEDURE FOR UNIT SHUTDOWN, but does not 
specify a step number. The only applicable step is 3.2 (Turbine 
Generator Shutdown). This step number should be referenced in the 
EP.  

Duke does not agree with the NRC' s finding. The reference in the 
finding to "step" 3.2 (Turbine-Generator Shutdown) is incorrect.  
"Enclosure" 3.2 (Turbine-Generator Shutdown) is part of 
OP/1/A/1106/01 (Turbine-Generator) and not OP/1/A/1102/10 (Con
trolling Procedure for Unit Shutdown). Enclosure 3.2 (Turbine
Generator Shutdown) is a major enclosure to the procedure. Also, the 
limits and precautions must be reviewed prior to the Operator taking 
any action under Enclosure 3.2. There are also other Enclosures in 
OP/1/A/1106/01 that may be applicable depending on the plant con
ditions. The reference to the OP is deemed adequate. The Operator 
will have to choose which sections are applicable depending on plant 
conditions. This is part of normal operating routine that cur 
Operators are well acquainted with.  

Section 504, SG Tube Leak; Steps 11.0 and 26 contain a list of valves 
to be. closed -to isolate the SG. There is no action statement to 
inform the operator that he should close the valves. This step 
should be rewritten to conform with the Writer' s Guide.  
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DUke does not feel that this finding is significant. However, the 
EOP has been revised to including specific wording on closing the 
necessary valves.  

Section 504, SG Tube Leak; Page 83. In the Unit Status Sunmary 
"using on SG with forced circulation" appears to be typographical 
error.  

Duke has corrected the error in the EOP.  

d) Section 507, Inadequate Core Cooling; In Step 14 the intentions are 
to start a Reactor Coolant Pump. The caution and first bullet 
reference support systems and the operating procedure. The initial 
conditions of the operating procedure may be contradictory to the 
current plant condition at the time this step is being iniplemented 
and could be confusing to the operator. This step should be nodified 
to clearly state which section of the OP would be applicable.  

Duke agrees with the finding. This item has been resolved and 
changes made to the EOP.  

e) (1) Section 601, Cooldown Following a Large LOCA, Step 2.4.2; This 
step refers the operator to OP/0/A/1102/25, Shutdown Following a 
Fire, to provide direction on the use of the atnospheric dump 
valves. Fron a review of this procedure it appears that only 
one step in this OP is applicable to the operation of the 
atmospheric dump valves. The licensee should revise the EP to 
include the applicable information from the OP.  

Duke agrees with the NRC' s reccmmendation in this case. Same 
response as in Item la.  

(2) Step 8.1; This step requires the operator to verify RB isolation 
but the step provides no guidance on which valves need to be 
verified closed nor does the step address any specific valve 
line-ups. The licensee should provide additional guidance 
denoting valves which need to be verified.  

Duke will clarify the step to specify what isolations are being 
referenced. The EOP will be revised by May 31, 1989.  

(3) Section 601, Cooldown Following a Large LOCA, Step 8.1; This 
step is lacking in two other respects. Step 12 of the same 
procedure requires, when initiating make-up to the BWST, that 
the boron concentration be greater than T. S. values. Addi
tionally, Step 12 references OP/1/A/1104/04, Low Pressure 
Injection System for the correct make-up procedure given the 
current plant configuration. Step 8.1 contains neither the 
concentration requirement nor the reference. The licensee 
should revise step 8.1 to be consistent with other steps caple
ting the same action.  
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Duke agrees with the NRC s recommendation. The EOP will be 
revised by May 31, 1989 to give the Operator more guidance and 
be consistent.  

(4) Step 9.0; Within this step there are two separate actions. The 
first action requires chemistry to sample the RB emergency sump 
for boron concentration. The second action (if necessary) 
requires operations to isolate possible sources of sump 
dilution. The licensee should revise the procedure to sepa
rately state these group responsibilities.  

Duke agrees with this finding. The EOP has been revised to 
ensure Operations responsibilities are not mistaken as Chemistry 
responsibilities.  

f) (1) Section CP-602, SG Cooldown With Saturated RCS Step 17; Includes 
a list of valves to close. One line lists the RCP seal return 
valves, the next states "(If RCPs NOT operating) ," and the 
following line lists the Quench Tank Vents. This use of con-
ditional is unclear, and not in accordance with the Writer' s 
Guide. This step should be rewritten to clarify the meaning of 
the conditional and conform to the Writer' s Guide.  

Duke agrees with this finding. The EOP will be revised to 
resolve this item by May 31, 1989.  

(2) Section CP-602, SG Cooldown with Saturated RCS Step 39; This 
step includes a list of "bullets" for alternative methods to be 
used to reduce RCS pressure. This list is intended to provide 
alternative actions to be taken in order of preference, not an 
indication that the operator should always perform all the 
actions (the maning of bullets is described in the Writer' s 
Guide). This step should be rewritten to clarify the neaning of 
these bullets and to conform to the Writer's Guide.  

Duke agrees with this finding. The EOP has been revised to make 
the step clearer.  

g) (1) Section CP-603, HPI Cooling Cooldown Step 2.0; Requires that 
when subcooling margin is greater than 50 degrees F and CETCs 
are decreasing, RCS P/T be maintained in the proper region of 
Enclosure 7.1. To be consistent with other steps referencing 
the same action the licensee should include a statement to 
throttle HPI.  

Duke does not feel a statement to throttle HPI is necessary.  
Operators are trained to throttle HIP to meet P/T requirements.  
However, the step has been revised to include a statement to 
throttle HIP appropriately.  

(2) Section CP-603, HPI Cooling Cooldown Step 16; Same comnent as 
CP-601, Step 9, above.  
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Duke agrees with this finding. The BOP has been revised to 
ensure Operations responsibilities are not mistaken as Chemistry 
responsibilities.  

h) (1) Section CP-604, Solid Plant Cooldown Step 4.0; To be consistent 
with other steps which reference maintaining RCS P/T within the 
proper region of Enclosure 7.1, the licensee should include a 
statement to throttle HPI when subcooling margin is greater than 
50 degrees F.  

This step has been revised to include a statement on throttling 
HPI.  

(2) Section CP-604, Solid Plant Cooldown Step 11; Under verify RB 
isolation the phrase "if RCPs are not operating" appears. It is 
unclear as to the applicability of this statement. The licensee 
should revise the procedure to clearly identify which valves 
need to be verified closed if the RCPs are not operating.  

Duke agrees with this finding. The EOP will be revised by 
May 31, 1989 to resolve this item.  

2. AP/1/A/1700/01, load Rejection 

a) Step 3.0; Main steam relief valve position indication is not avail
able in the control roam. The procedure should be revised to indi
cate that confirmation of valve position is required from external 
observation.  

Duke does not agree with the audit team' s recommendation. Adding a 
step to the procedure to verify Main Steam relief valve position 
would not improve the procedure. The operator can not locally or 
remotely operate the Main Steam relief valves. The more important 
parameter is Main Steam pressure. The operator does have indication 
of Main Steam pressure in the Control Roam. The reference to the 
Main Steam relief valves opening in the AP is to let the operator 
know that this is expected for this scenario in case he hears them or 
sameone reports that they are open. No procedure changes are deemed 
necessary.  

b) Step 5.3; 396" is near the upper range limit of the instrument (400") 
and is too precise to be read fram the installed meter. If this 
value is correct (see cament below) and the precision is required, 
the step should be revised to direct the operator to verify level 
from a computer point.  

Duke agrees with this finding. The step will be revised to reference 
375 inches which will be consistent with the EOP. The AP will be 
revised by May 31, 1989.  

c) Step 5.3; Change 396" to be consistent with other documents. This 
step reacts to pressurizer solid conditions. Both EP/1/A/1800/01 
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(Step 5.17.4) and the EPG Setpoint Document (Page 9) use 375" as the 
licensee's definition of pressurizer solid. 396" does not appear in 
the setpoint document.  

Duke agrees with this finding. The step will be revised to reference 
375 inches which will be consistent with the BOP. The AP will be 
revised by May 31, 1989.  

3. AP/1/A/1700/02, Excessive RCS leakage 

Step 5.6.1; This step refers to any subcooling margin "less than or equal 
to zero." 'To be consistent with other steps the reference to subcooling 
margin should be changed to "equals zero." 

Duke agrees with this finding. The AP will be revised by May 31, 1989 to 
improve consistency.  

4. AP/1/A/1700/03, Boron Dilution 

Step 5.1 of Case A, B, C, & D; In this step, the reader is directed to 
"Refer to the Erergency Plan." Where appearing, this should be changed to 
"Refer to AP/O/B/1000/01, Classification of Emergencies." The decision to 
implement the EP plan is made from that procedure.  

Duke agrees with the intent of the NRCI' s recommendation. All steps in the 
EOP and AP's that have the Operator "Refer to the Emergency Plan" will be 
reviewed. Most will probably be changed to "Refer to RP/O/B/1000/01 
(Classification of Emergencies) as recommended. However, there may be a 
few cases where other "response procedures" or even "Emergency Plan" may 
be appropriate. In any case, the review and the changes will be incorpo
rated for the EOP and APs by May 31, 1989.  

5. AP/1/A/1700/07, Loss of Low Pressure Injection 

a. Steps 5.2, 5.5 and 5.5.4 case B; All these steps address make-up to 
the RCS; however, they are not consistent with each other. The 
licensee should revise these steps such that make-up to the RCS is 
done the same way each time.  

The AP has been revised to resolve this item.  

b. Step 5.5.4.2; There is a typographical error. The licensee needs to 
change "fo" to "to".  

The AP has been revised to correct this typo.  

6. AP/1/A/1700/08, Loss of Control Roan 

Case A; In Step 4.8, an operator is sent to the Unit 1 and 2 WDP with 
directions to establish communications with the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel 
as soon as possible. Although there is a telephone at the WDP, no phone 
number is listed in the procedure, posted by the telephone or otherwise 
quickly available to allow the operator to establish this camnunication.  
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Duke agrees with the _NBC' s finding. The telephone numbers for the Waste 
Disposal Panel (WDP) and Auxiliary Shutdown Panel (ASP) will be incorpo
rated into the AP to assist in establishing cauunications. The AP will 
be revised by May 31, 1989.  

7. AP/l/A/1700/11, Loss of Power 

a. Step 6.1, THEN statement. Add a reference to OP/1/A/1104/12.  

Duke has reviewed the finding and feels the reference to 
OP/1/A/1104/12 is unnecessary and inconsistent. The OP was reviewed 
and it was determined that no relevant information is given to the 
Operator for starting CCW pumps. However, to be consistent with 
finding 8 (c) of Appendix C and 4 (b) of Appendix B, a note will be 
added to the step to ensure that the discharge valve of the pump to 
be started is closed and that the Operator uses the coputer typer to 
verify the condenser outlet valves open. This is an improvement to 
the NRC's recamendation. The AP will be revised by May 31, 1989.  

b. Step 11.0, add 'verify" to the last four bullets of the IF statement.  

Duke agrees with this finding. The AP will be revised by May 31, 
1989.  

c. Step 4.2; Position a copy of OP/O/A/1106/27 at the diesel air cam
pressor. Currently, an in plant NID tasked to start the compressor 
must go to the Control Roam for a copy of the OP, then to the diesel 
compressor. On a loss of instrument air, time is too precious to 
accept the lost time involved in pulling a copy of the procedure fram 
the control room before proceeding to the diesel.  

Duke agrees with the NRC' s finding but disagrees with the recamen
dation to place a procedure at the compressor. Instead, emergency 
starting instructions will be attached to the campressor. The 
reference to OP/O/A/1106/27 (Campressed Air System) in step 4.2 of 
AP/*/A/1700/11 (Loss of Power) will be deleted. The changes meet the 
intent of the NRC' s recommendation and will be incorporated May 31, 
1989.  

d. Step 5.3.1; valve label plate is missing on 1CCW-79 and should be 
replaced.  

The valve label plate has been replaced.  

e. Enclosure 6.2, step 1.0; This step involves high voltage hazards and 
should be done by experienced I&E personnel. At present there is no 
procedural requirement for I&E staffing on back shifts. The licensee 
should consider establishing a minimum I&E manning level in plant 
procedures.  
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Duke does not feel that the NRC recommendation is necessary.  
However, Maintenance Directive 3.2.1 provides administrative guide
lines and specifically outlines the Maintenance Shift organization 
along with specifying manpower for each shift. Maintenance Directive 
3.2.1 meets the intent of the NRC's recommendation and is already in 
effect at Oconee.  

f. Step 8.0; 1HP-26 is an infrequently operated valve. The procedure 
should be revised to include the physical location of the valve.  

The location of 1HP-26 will be incorporated into the AP by May 31, 
1989.  

g. Step 3.0; provide a racking tool at or near the auxiliary service 
water switchgear.  

Duke does not agree with the audit team' s finding. Breaker racking 
tools are located in the Nuclear Operator Technician waiting area.  
Any instructions to an Operator with respect to racking breakers 
would be given in the vicinity of this waiting area (i.e., Control 
Roan) .  

The breaker racking tools in the Operator waiting area are under 
control of the Operators. They are only renoved in order to rack in 
or out breakers and then returned. Any breaker tool located at the 
auxiliary service water switchgear (a normally unoccupied area) might 
be removed without Operations knowledge. Duke chooses to continue to 
store breaker racking tools in the Nuclear Operator Technician 
waiting area.  

h. Step 3.6; ASW 600V load center label is missing and should be 
replaced.  

The load center label plate has been replaced.  

8. AP/1/A/1700/13, Loss of Condenser Circulating Water Intake Canal/Dam 
Failure 

a. Case A & B, Step 2.0; The same parameter value should apply in both 
lake level bullets (now shown as approximately 775' and decreasing 
less than 775' respectively).  

Duke has reviewed the NRC's finding and found that parameters are not 
the same in the two cases. The symptom statements in CASE A & B, 

-step 2.0 (shown as approximately 775' and decreasing to less than 
775' respectively) are correct as written. In the event the Intake 
Canal was lost, (Case A), an underwater weir would only allow Keowee 
Lake level to decrease to approximately 775'. If a dam failure were 
to occur at any other location, as described in case B, lake level 
could possibly decrease less than 775' (depending on the severity of 
the break). No procedure changes are deaed necessary.  

b. Case B, Step 4.1.1; Delete the last bullet. "Continue concurrently 
with..." is redundant to "REFER TO." 
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Duke agrees with this finding. The AP will be changed appropriately 
by May 31, 1989.  

c. Case B, Step 4.3; The procedure should be revised to direct the 
operator to obtain 1CCW-20 through 25 valve positions from the 
control roam corputer point readout or by local verification.  

Duke agrees with the NRC' s findings. The AP will be revised to 
include a note to check the carputer for valve position indication..  
The revision will be in place by May 31, 1989.  

d. Case B, Step 4.6; The last bullet states security will energize the 
lock. Operators indicate the normal practice is to send a guard 
directly to the gate and that same problems have arisen when guards 
did not know where to go. Additional training and possible procedure 
changes should be considered.  

Duke has reviewed the NRC' s recomendation. There does not appear to 
be a problem in this area. First, the guards do not have to be at 
the gate for the Operator to perform his duties. Security can 
energize the lock remotely and send a guard occasionally to monitor 
Operations' activities. There were also. no problems found with 
Security locating the gate. The gate is one of three that penetrate 
the protected area and the guards are familiar with the locations of 
all three gates. It is suspected that there was a cemnunication 
problem when the Operator simulated the task for the NRC inspector.  
No procedure changes or additional training are deemed necessary.  

e. Enclosure 6.1, Step 1.0; Install a chain on LPSW-139 or provide a 
nearby ladder. The nearest ladder is approximately 150' away through 
a dimly lighted area, an area which may be flooded if this procedure 
is operative.  

After reviewing this finding, it was discovered that the location 
referenced in the AP for LPSW-139 was improper. LPSW-139 is an 
electrically operated valve controlled fran the 5th floor of the 
turbine building. The location given in the AP (1st floor of the 
turbine building) is where the valve is actually located. The AP 
will be revised to give the Operator the 5th floor location of the 
valve control switch. The revision will be incorporated by May 31, 
1989.  

Since the valve can be remotely operated, there is no need to place a 
chain operator on the valve. As a practice, chain operators are not 
placed on the handwheels of motor operated valves. This should 
resolve the NRC' s concern.  

f. Enclosure 6.1, Pg. 12; After step 4.0, direct the reader back to pg.  
9 to continue with step 5.6.2 of Case B.  

After reviewing AP/1/A/1700/12, CASE B, step 5.6; Operations has 
decided that the procedure is correct as written. Step 5.6.1, which 
directs the operator to ccmplete Enclosure 6.1, is a substep of 5.6.  
This format complies to our writers guide and gives correct guidance 
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for the intended action. The Operator would couplete Enclosure 6.1 
and then return to step 5.2. This is standard practice for operating 
procedures. No changes are necessary.  

9. AP/1/A/1700/23 - Loss of 1KI Bus (NNI) 

Step 5.7 instructs an operator to proceed to the equipment roan to bypass 
the IKI inverter by changing switch positions. These switches are located 
above the KI panel so that a ladder would be required to safely operate 
these switches. A ladder should be staged in the room.  

Duke does not agree with the audit team' s finding. Ladders are located in 
the turbine and auxiliary buildings at specific locations. Operators are 
familiar with these locations and can obtain a ladder to perform the 
required task. The requirement to change the switch positions above the 
KI cabinets is not a time dependent action. The step is performed late in 
the subsequent actions of the procedure and time is available to obtain 
the required ladder. Duke does not recognize any urgent requirement to 
dedicate a ladder at the KI inverter.  

10. AP/1/A/1700/20, Loss of Component Cooling 

Step 4. 4 requires that all heat exchangers be checked for temperature 
increase. The licensee should revise this step to include the maximum 
values to assist the operators in determining when a limit is being 
approached.  

Duke agrees with the finding. The AP will be revised to include the 
appropriate temperature limits for the affected heat exchanges. This will 
also be beneficial as an additional training mechanism. The AP will be 
revised by May 31, 1989.  

11. AP/1/A/1700/22, loss of Instrument Air 

a. Section 2.0, symptans; The statalarm location, (2SA-4 D-5) should be 
(2SA-4 C-5). Typographical error.  

The AP will be revised to correct this finding by May 31, 1989.  

b. Step 5.3.1; The second bullet requires the operator to remain in the 
area of 1CC-8. Radiation levels need further consideration. The 
present stationing of an operator in this area would be unacceptable 
under certain accident conditions. The licensee should revise the 
procedure to include a caution statement as to the presence of high 
radiation levels under certain accident conditions when manual 
operation of 1CC-8 is required.  

Duke understands the NRC' s concern, but believes the recomendation 
is not necessary. In order for the area around 1CC-8 to have 
dangerously high radiation, fuel damage needs to occur in the core.  
In this type of event, Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) would most likely 
be off and thus it would not be necessary to open CC-8. For the most 
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part, the AP was written to provide guidelines to the Operator when a 
loss of instrument air is the initiating event. In this ca'se, 1CC-8 
must be open to ensure RCPs remain operable. For these scenarios, 
radiation levels are not a major concern.  

In addition to the above, the Operators are trained to be extrenely 
cognizant of radiation hazards. Operators normally wear alarm 
devices which give an audible alarm if radiation levels even approach 
a moderate level. Also, for an event involving fuel damage, Operator 
actions would be directed by the Emergency Coordinator under the 
Emergency Plan. Under this plan, Operators are escorted by Health 
Physics personnel when dispatched to a potentially high radiation 
area. We feel this meets the intent of the NRC' s concern and no 
additional procedure changes are required for the AP.  

c. Step 5.5; the labels attached to 1FDW-315 and 1FDW-316 are color 
coded incorrectly, i.e., red versus black.  

This item will be resolved by December 30, 1988.  

12. OP/1/A/1103/06, Reactor Coolant Pump Operation 

a. Step 2.7; Several substeps reference seal leakage flow rates of 8.5 
gpn or greater. The maximum flow rate that can be read on the 
instrumentation provided to the operators is read on a chart recorder 
that can only read a maximum of 6 gpm.  

b. Step 2.7.5; Where the term "seal return valve" is used, the actual 
valve designators should be used.  

c. Enclosure 4.1, step 2.1; A tolerance should be provided. to the 
operator to provide practical adjustment of the flaw to an RCP.  

d. Enclosure 4.1, step 2.4; Locations should be provided for 1HP-277 and 
gage 1PG-102. In addition, labels should be attached to the gage.  

e. Enclosure 4.3, section 2.2; This section requires the operator to 
slowly reestablish ccnponent cooling flow to all reactor coolant pump 
thermal barriers. This section should be clarified to provide 
details on how this action- is to be accomplished.  

Duke agrees with the audit teams findings a. through e. The Reactor 
Coolant Pump Operating procedure will be rewritten to correct the 
discrepancies found. The procedure will be rewritten by May 31, 
1989.  

IFI 88-11-06 Review of natural circulation cooldown with vents open: 

Generic Letter (GL) 81-21 required an assessment of procedures and training 
related to Natural Circulation Cooldown (NCCD). By letter dated June 5, 1985 
the NRC provided a Safety Evaluation (SE) on GL 81-21. The SE stated that



Oconee Nuclear Station could perform a NCCD without void formation. Paragraph 
6 of the inspection report discusses use of reactor vessel head vents to 
prevent a vessel head void during a NCCD. The report noted a change in the 
NRC position requiring no head void. Duke has performed a review of NCCD 
procedures and has determined that since there have been no changes to GL 
81-21 guidance, current procedures are adequate.  

IFI 88-11-07 Review simulator effectiveness in training on EOPs: 

a. Duke is currently evaluating various methods of using placekeeping 
aids to select a suitable, cost effective means concerning place
keeping check-off spaces in the EP to preclude negative training.  

b. The PORV operating switch is different on the simulator than in the 
plant. This was evaluated as being transparent since the operators 
are reminded of this whenever they came onto the simulator for 
training. Further this difference can be simulated by requiring the 
trainee to hold the switch and request a NED (simulator instructor) 
to man it and hold in position as would be done in the plant. A 
pending modification will move the PORV switch to UB1 and make it a 
continuous contact. When implemented on Oconee Unit 1 the change 
will be scheduled for the simulator.  

c. A discrepancy report has been issued to correct this discrepancy 
concerning the diesel air compressors. It should be noted that this 
situation was known to the training department but was deemed as not 
significant when considering that the entire plant Instrument Air 
system was under review and a modification was pending to reedel and 
upgrade the Plant Instrument Air System at Oconee. These will be 
modeled together on the simulator when the modification is completed 
on the plant.  

"The licensee should review EP and AP simulator training and retrain
ing, and assure that discrepancies such as these are eliminated." A 
program such -as espoused by the NRC is ongoing as evidenced by the 
responses above.  

IFI 88-11-08 Review writer's guide training to increase operator awareness 
of terms: 

"... confusion appeared to exist among the operators interviewed as to the true 
meanings of the terms...". Prior to the next time that lesson plan "Emergency 
Procedure Generic" (which is the basic lead-off lesson in the EOP series) is 
taught it will be revised to include explanations of the "terminology used in 
the EOPs and/or definitions contained in the Writer' s Guide." Since this 
lesson plan is frequently used in requalification training and is a part of the 
license preparatory training, this will ensure that all licensed operators and 
future operators benefit frcm increased understanding of this issue.  
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